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TO MY
JOURNEY

There is so little time for the sharing
of the hearts in this struggle to give the
hidden dangers ready to devour you, as
a civilization,
that our own exchanges
of love, queries, nurturing and simple
gracious manners--must,
of necessity,
be put to the side. For a while we met
every few days and then daily and
then--almost
never, only some three
times since your Thanksgiving,
except
when personal
conference
was necessary. You deserve explanation,
and
then I shall respond to Wally Gentleman’s latest correspondence
along with
a few other personal items if we have
the time.
TO DHARMA
Firstly, Dharma is weary, her home in
total confusion of clutter and inattention which brings the level of stress to
overflow.
All who work within our
group are likewise worked to overload-at the store and in the office.
We
keep pushing through the documents
for there is nothing which can put your
world to right until Truth flows in
magnitude large enough that you ones
have that which you need to form the
picture of that which IS. If we await
the cleaned comers and tidy bed covers, you shall lose of your Constitutional freedoms--IT
THAT SERIOUS AND IMMINENT!
One day, perhaps there can be help for
doing of those things, such as the
washing of walls, windows and floors-today we must write, write and write
some more and the funds available
must be measured diligently and there
is not plenty for those little measures
of comfort and assistance.

Now--as to the dwelling itself--it has
been under almost constant attack from
electronic
pulse systems to literally
bombing by laser pulses--bunches
of
you were present when the first major
assault came. We simply cannot have
regularly “planned” gatherings at this
location for the adversary makes his
plans to coincide with those times
when the most damage can be inflicted.
This is why, even the meetings held elsewhere have been sudden
and with no advance notice nor location announced until time of the meeting. You ones still do not comprehend
the dangers even though you experience them.
And all of you MUST remember--mesand
other
comsages,
inquiries
munication
to me--COMING
TO ME
THROUGH
DHARMA
MUST BE
ANSWERED
IN LIKE MANNER.
YOU DO NOT HEAR
MY RESPONSE
FOR

We are honored in either event--but we
must ask indulgence in timed responses
for there is work of which none save
Dharma and Oberli are aware and they
are surviving with almost no rest. The
ones who help them are blessed indeed
for our appreciation is without measure
and our gratitude is abundant.
So, you
might ask, “... then where are those
other
scribes
you
speak
about?”
Working as diligently but on different
material
for other speakers--and
in
training--for
it takes a long, long time
to come into balance with speakers and
set self aside. There is no magic elixir
which allows clarity in receiving and
eliminates
personal input into documents--AND
YOU ONES NEED NO
MORE TAMPERED,
HUMAN-DEFINED DGCUMENTS
WHICH YOU
I

7
“GOD’S”
DIRECT
PROCALL
NOUNCEMENTS--YOU
HAVE
HUNDREDS
OF THOUSANDS
OF
THOSE
OPINIONATED
DOCUMENTS TO BURY TRUTH.
There is
truth in all but you have not yet become discerning enough to determine
the fact from the personal human fiction. How do I know? Because, I can
look around,
and see the problems
which flourish in your societal structures, political nightmares and WAR-which is not of God in any measure
what-so-ever--NEVER!
Who WINS a
war is only important to marginal degree for it is the WAR WHICH IS
Further,
in this
EVIL--ALWAYS!
present time sequence, the wars are to
further
“global
control/enslavement”
and yet, we see the masses rushing to
Acpush selves into destruction.
celeration
of these actions shall be
rushing upon you like a tidal wave for
the plan is to be operational by year
2000 and as your President Bush has
told you over and over again--they are
“right on schedule”.
Dharma says, “... but Hatonn, I shall
be seventy years of age and the dust
shall be very deep indeed! ” So be it,
and what else would thee complain of
this day? I promise you that if we do
not our work--you do not have to concern about dust upon your precious
“things”, nor will there be brethren to
take note of it, if indeed it remains.
No, Dharma, we shall continue in our
work--FIRST--until
and as long as it is
required and we are sustained in ability
to produce saFe.
TO DRUTHEA
Now, I have wondrous news for you
ones who desire definitive writings and
explanations
regarding
God’s Commandments
and those of THE CREATION.
They were given in AND

THEY CALLED
HIS NAME
IMMANUEL and yet most have missed
them. They differ not from the genuine writings of your teachings but
your teachings have been so altered
that you no longer feel need to attend
them. YES, YOU DO! THE
WAY BACK HOME WITHIN GOD’S
RADIANCE
IS THROUGH
THE
PATH OF CHRISTED RIGHTNESS.
You were given LAWS through the
practice of which would allow you to
remain in total balance upon your
planet, thrive, experience in abundance
and honor fellow-beings.
You have
abandoned THEM
But the teachings within the places
wherein the laws should be given forth
have been pulled down by the desires
and egos of man.
Therefore, God is
giving them forth again in succinct layout along with explanation and examples. Dru is finishing the information
at the present time and she and God,
Aton, are just about ready to hand it
into your hands, after which, Dru will
continue writing as directed by God,
until there is no misunderstanding
regarding the LAWS OF GOD AND/OR
THE CREATION.
You claim to not
understand--oh
yes, you understand,
it
is simply that you DESIRE TO FOLLOW THAT
WHICH
IS INTERPRETED AND GIVEN FORTH BY
MAN IN INTERPRETATION
ACCORDING
TO THE TAMPERING
OF THE ADVERSARY
OF GOD.
YOU MAY ACCEPT THAT WHICH
YOU DESIRE
TO ACCEPT
AND
LIVE
ACCORDINGLY--I
TELL
YOU, THIS DAY, THAT IF YOU
DO NOT COME AGAIN WITHIN
THE LAWS OF GOD AND THE
CREATION THAT YOU WILL m
BE WITH GOD IN PARADISE--IT
IS
THAT BLUNT AND THAT SIMPLE.
YOU WILL m
FIND
IT ACCEPTABLE
TO
SIMPLY
CAST
YOUR
SINS AND DELIBERATE
MISBEHAVIORS
UPON
THE
CROSS OF ANOTHER
AND CALL
YOUR JOB DONE.
YOUR JOB
MAY BE DONE, BUT YOU WILL

__

TO JOY
To Joy, who would give more and accept more, I must remind her to wait
upon the Lord. It is only your perception, dear one, that you do not serve
well and would choose to receive as
does Dharma or Dru or, or, or. It is
only perception for if in building the
elephant, all worked only on the tail,
where would be the value of the elephant?
Do not
concern
about
“implants”,
etc. who informed you,
for instance, that you have none? Do
not effort to measure your value or
contribution by that of another lest you
miss the wondrous fulfillment of thine
own contribution.
Do not slight God’s
wisdom
for giving
unto each that
which each has given commitment
in
desire for service.
If it appears that
your contribution
falls short--then you
must consider upon what you base
your judgment!
IF a man is told to go
within and find his instructions--how
shall he do this? His mind has been
filled with impractical,
mystical and
magical nonsense
and he can never
find balance within without help.
Further, if a man has not enough valid
information
with which to work once
he goes within--he is still at loss. Do
not push the river, children,
for all
MUST come in sequence which gives
fullness to the accounting.
I remind
you that ALL jobs are absolutely necessary and sequence of contribution
is
mandatory
in exactness--no
job is

AND NECESSARY
AT VARYING
TIMES
OF
PRESENTATION.
WITHOUT THE ONE WHO WRAPS
THE JOURNALS AND PUTS THEM
INTO THE POSTAL SYSTEM--THE
WORDS WOULD BE VALUELESS
FOR NONE WOULD RECEIVE OF

Some of you work at great distance
from this particular location--that
puts
you no farther from God and perhaps,
dear ones, even closer for you will be
tended even more diligently because of
the seeming
detriment
of distance.
There is no time or space in the higher
KINGDOMS.
Some of you work without support ‘of
signiftcant others who care not, believe
not,
and/or
all mamier
of other
“disadvantages”.
Well, you chose
those hamperings
and/or continue to
cling unto them and, therefore, you
have “made your own pallet upon
which to lie”. I do not intend harshness, I do expect discernment of own
actions and inactions--for
God will allow all that you will heap upon self
and LOVE YOU FOR IT.
Stop efforting so hard to cause another to believe your opinion--for
no amount of
force can cause another
to really
change--he/she
must move into understanding
through self cause.
Example is the best teacher and if the
TRUTH
BE MADE
AVAILABLE,
then you must release that other and
bless them if they choose to turn away
for you have done that which is asked
of God that you do. Most often the
lesson is intended for YOU (the self)
in that you must allow another his
journey--be
it positive or negative in
your perception.
However, if you turn
away from Truth--to please that other,
you have erred in the greater measure
for you have lied and negated God and
allowed
the other to c&se deeper
wounds in his own burden of debt. IT
B
YOUR
DUTY
TO GOD TO
EVALUATE
THAT WHICH
YOU
DO AS REGARDS THAT ONE WHO
WOULD TURN YOU AWAY FROM
TRUTH.
IF, SAY, A HUSBAND
DEMANDS
YOU
TURN
FROM
GOD’S
COMMANDMENTS
TO
PLEASE AND GRATIFY HIS PERSONAL EGOTISTICAL
DEMANDS
AND YOU DO SO IN ORDER TO
“HOLD HIM”--WHO
HAS ERRED
THE GREATER?
YOU HAD BETTER THINK
MOST CAREFULLY
UPON THAT POINT FOR THIS IS
PREDOMINANT
CONTHE
FRONTATION
IN
INDIVIDUAL
LIVES AT THIS TIME
IN HISTORY.
THE PHYSICAL
EXPERIENCE IS BUT A PASSING MOMENT
OF
EXPERIENCE--THE
TRUTH
OF SOUL JOURNEY
IS
LONG INDEED UNTO INFINITY.

PONDER
IT MOST CAREFULLY
AND
RE-READ
THE
COMMANDMENTS
AS THE PROPER
DEFINITIONS
OF TERMINOLOGY
IS GIVEN UNTO YOU FOR BETTER DISCERNMENT.
I now ask that the information
of the
laws as put to paper be now put to
Journal--AS
QUICKLY AS CAN BE
DONE.
I care not how many pages
for we MUST have that information
available in print for our thrust will
turn more and more to the direction of
MAN as a being and he must have the
guidelines lest he continue to claim IGNORANCE.
Dru, turn not away from the truth of
it--God speaks through
you, child,
AND YOU ARE INDEED
MOST
WORTHY!
HE WOULD SEND NO
LESSER TO BRING FORTH
HIS
PRONOUNCEMENTS
AND
HE
NEEDS
NONE
TO INTERCEDE.
THAT
YOU
ONES
CANNOT
STAND
OPENLY
IN
COMMUNICATION
BECAUSE
THE
“LIGHT IS TOO BRIGHT” ETC., IS
TOTAL FABRICATION.
WOULD A
FATHER
BLIND HIS CHILD--NO,
HE WOULD SIMPLY TURN DOWN
THE LAMP AND SPEAK MORE
SOFTLY INTO THE HEART.
THE
MESSAGE
OF THE TRUTHFUL
PATH
BACK
INTO
HIS FOLD
WOULD ONLY BE GIVEN FORTH
BY HE WHO GUARDS THE FOLD
AND MAKES THE RULES OF BECOMING ONE WITHIN HIS BEING.
GOD
HOLDS
THEE,
CHILD,
WITHIN
THE HOLLOW
OF HIS
HANDS AND BOWS UNTO YOU IN
HUMBLE GRATITUDE
THAT YOU
HAVE GROWN
AND RAISE OF
THINE ABILITY UNTO SERVICE.
I HONOR THEE, CHELA.
AND

TO WALLY

G

Dharma, to adequately make sense of
my response to Wally, I must ask that
you copy his letter to me, of yesterday
evening.
And moreover,
as Wally,
and others, read the letter and my response, I wish you to ponder a bit-who do you feel is responding at this
writing?--this
one under Dharma’s fmgers. Is it HatoM or is it one D.J.E.,
whom we address as Dharma,
for
identification
of service?
You see,
those who know D.J.E. NEVER have
a problem discerning which is which.
D.J.E. never so much as enters into
the equation.
This is WHY she is
given a name for receiving so that she

can separate self from the level of her
secretarial service.
This is why the
years of training so as to allow for
separation from that human consciousness into that superconscious
receiving
mechanism
which impacts
not the
writing.
Let us just print the letter and then the
explanation will have meaning.
This
in no way means that Wally had any
such interpretation
as I shall probably
cause you readers to perceive; THIS IS
SIMPLY A METHOD AVAILABLE
FOR A MOST IMPORTANT
LESSON IN DISCERNMENT--WALLY
HAS
LONG
BEEN
A
MOST
THOUGHTFUL
CONTRIBUTOR
TO
LAYING
BASES
FOR
LESSONS
WHICH ARE MANDATORY
FOR
UNDERSTANDING.
Often he will
say, “I have no idea why I am compelled to put this to writing but nonethe-less somehow I feel that I must do
so.” Son, it is because we have spoken
of these things and you have been
ASKED to put them to paper that your
brothers might have the benefit of our
communion.
Man is swimming
(or
sinking, as the case may well be) in a
sea of confusion
and questions--for
that is the purpose of physical journeylexperience-ireason,
choices, freedom of both and growth--always
growth through learning.
Man makes
errors (sins) and chooses again, and
again, and again--and one moment in
“time”, he chooses correctly and still,
he may return to error--to test, to play,
to experience.
THIS a THE VERY
GIFT
OF
LIFE
EXPERIENCE-HONOR
IT, CONSUME
IT--AND
LEARN
FROM
IT THAT
YOU
MIGHT GROW THROUGH GRACE
INTO
THE
WONDROUS
RADIANCE OF ONENESS WITH ALL.
Wally is grand example of contribution
to the positive steps of MAN.
If he
left your dimension this moment, he
would have given gifts unto the species
beyond
which none can measure-through his thoughtful
sharing and
stand of self for Truth when, in fact,
he could have (and has been baited to
do) turned away from “right” and
made fortunes in his craft for which he
would have ended his journey in this
dimension with blood upon his soul.
Few can withstand
the pull of the
physical and the pressure of the adversary when his whole place of production is filled with corruption and evil-for therein is the medium for the visual
control of MAN--the media of pictured
visions.
.

QUOTE:
From Wally Gentleman.
1991.

March

17th,

I am exceedingly grateful for the message that I am sure Commander Hatonn suggested be Faxed to me two
nights ago. I know that none of you
have time to spare for an individuals’
questions.
I have had many for a long
time, but have not yielded, overmuch,
The (Phoenix Journal
for guidance.
Express) of March 1991, Volume IX,
Number 9, promoted in me, as usual,
great gratitude to all concerned in its
production.
In it I find some generous
reference made to me in connection
with Paramananda
Saraswatti, an old
acquaintance,
Penny
Torres-Rubin
otherwise known as Mafu.
Earlier, I
had received the news of her manmade election
to office when contacting friends within her fraternity at
Ashland, Oregon. It left me distrubed.
The purpose of my call was to seek the
dispatch of a videotape of the film I
was taken to Peru to direct. I directed
two sequences only. I attended the indoor and outdoor lectures, given at indiscriminate
times of the day and
night. I advised on film matters as requested.
Why was I there?
I know not! My
own curiosity for sure. To see Macchu Picchu for sure. To delight in the
sincerity of the addresses, revel in the
the
foreign
information
rendered,
sights and sounds of people, animals,
flora and fauna, to fmd pleasure and illumination
in the venerablity
of the
Head of all Australian Aborigines, the
Grandma Katcheena of the Hopis and
the Headman of Lake Titicaca Indians,
among
whom
Space
Beings
customarily walk and defer to the unseen
spirits of the Celestial Beings who live
at the Lake. But I filmed nothing. Directed little. Happy to be there but unfulfilled as to purpose.
The sequence I took care to select was
the direction of Mafu, completed and
never used.
It was a beautiful visual
of Mafu’s obeisance to the Sun as addressed to God. If he was a maverick
then he was d most devout one. It was
an address to the Light of God. It was
a compelling
recognition
of God.
Filmed at the Hitching Post of the Sun,
a vantage point of the heights, it was a
gloriously informative shot.
At

another

impassioned

address,

choked with emotion, Mafu earlier offered his great desire, to “bring the
people home to God”.
Equally remarkable was the vision I had while
briefly reposing on what was, reputedly, a “sacrificial stone”.
This Mafu
refuted in stating that it was, in fact, a
bridal celebration
couch for newlyweds.
I could happily accept that
definition as being open to a star-filled
sky.
I believe I have recorded by comments
on Mafu’s dialogues
to have filled
some of the holes in the tapestry of life
I have constantly sought. Hatorm has,
and mercifully continues to fill much
more. Much more fully, in unmistakeable, highly credible dialogues of great
sincerity.
In commendably
clear English.
His written
communiques,
prodigious and clearly composed, are
not clothed in vague obscurities
of
Mafu’s complex colloguialisms
of bygone age. They are direct.
They are
to be validated by time-consuming
research, given to few of the human race
beset as they are with the exigences of
daily survival to attempt to resolve.
I
refer to much truth as is published.
I
specifically
refer to articles such as
TERMINOLOGY:
MIND
CONTROL/FACTUAL
DEFINITIONS-Controlled
Meaning
as against true
meaning.
The very magnitude of information is highly impressive.
I am
not gullible by nature.
I wish to remain open-minded.
I do not seek persuasion, commendation
or approval for
being as natural a person as God made

My concern I have previously
mentioned.
As a person of Shakespeare’s
“common touch” I set myself above
no-thing in God’s creation.
I am indeed, a fragment of God, seeking to
learn more to know, in great humility,
for such revelation as I can share with
those of my species in as complete an
understanding
as may be possible for
us to discern.
I distrust
Mafu accepting
a commendation
of the Hindu
fraternity.
That he should accept a man-made license of approval is highly suspect.
I
prefer to recall Mafu’s acceptance of a
God he remembers and reveres in the
name of Mafu. After the same fashion
Shakespeare
with his “methinks
he
doth protest too much” is applicable to
the admonitions
we frequently receive
from HatoM and the Space Brotherhood.

To the brainwashed
mind set of established religions that I deplore as devious manipulations
of Mans’ insidious
control of Man the all too frequent
preaching
contained
in the Journals
appear to be the very same. I say, appear to be the same because I know
they are not. The sincerity overcomes
the preaching, but not to the masses we
hope to inform who have had similar
perverted brainwashing
down through
the ages.
Explanations
such as
“TERMINOLOGY”
are
infinitely
more persuasive
to the catalogued
definitions of the mind of Man.
The stark simplicity of a God of Love
lacks the complexity of a God of Fear.
We need the appeal of reason wrapped
in the emotion of abiding love for the
caring and sharing in life. Warnings
we have great need of. True enlightenment for the Golden Age to be deserved and laboured for and merited.
I have previously
asked whether, indeed, the centuries old and eminently
successful forces of evil are related to
the ancient conflicts between Jehovah,
Gog and Id. Is it still going on on
Earth? Are we the remnants of celestial forces still in opposition?
This is a
type of Truth, if indeed it is, will unite
the increasingly
sensitised people of
earth to the better actions so sorely
needed in coming home to God’s noble, so badly neglected purpose the
Space Brotherhood attend so well.
Thank you for the provision of your
letter, and to Hatonn my deepest gratitude for his help to me and the human
race.
Wally
END OF QUOTING
Thank you, my friend.
Tired and ancient old Space Cadets get very weary,
also, and sometimes our choices of
methods are also tempered with frustration of that which seems totally
insurmountable,
and then on bended
knee, I bow unto wiser discernments,
be they from whatever
dimension.
Mostly, I just bend my knees unto the
higher wisdom of one, Aton, who is as
close as my essence and sometimes as
distant from me as He must seem to be
from thee. For God so loved His children that He would experience in that
dimension
which
would
see you
through this time of confusion
and
chaos as you meet the adversary of all
goodness and light through which the

soul must pass to find its journey fulfilled and returned within the radiance
of wholeness.
If I can experience the human agony of
decision,
denial and confirmation
of
the human experience,
then together
we can walk the path and ye would not
be asked to make of that journey alone.
Those who have passed on, await this
journey,
brothers, so that completion,
of their ow-n journey might come to final termination
or onward passage.
This is that which is
by the message that the dead would rise from
their graves, to great extent. For those
precious beings of fragments await release as the whole of your experience
is completed
and melds again into
“oneness ” . It also means that the death
of ignorance
shall be cast aside and
arising into the knowledge shall happen. The trauma of the awakening is
indeed painful--but
it must come to
pass lest the being be lost to the darkness of the lie--compounded
into infinity and the bondage be terminal.
I writhe in my own pain that I must be
the one to tell you the circumstance of
thine plight. I, too, wish to bring unto
you fairy tales of great joy and physical pleasure and allow you to romp
through your lessons as a child after a
butterfly--equally
as important in existence as is the child.
But my children have been taught to incarcerate
the butterfly or smash it and crush its
wondrous wings--and
in so-doing destroy the miracle of its own existence
as creator and not that of destroyer.
You ones must understand ‘something
most important, herein. Note that it G
not important
whether I be Hatonn,
Aton, Christ, Rays of God, and/or---!
It IS IMPORTANT
that you recognize
your attachment unto these higher and
elder brothers and the oneness of the
attachment
with Holy
God. It is
equally important
that you sever the
attachment
of perception
that these
ones are more attached to D.J.E. than
to self.
THIS IS THE, WAY IN
WHICH GOD MAKES HIS RETURN
HIS
CREATIONS-UNTO
THROUGH
COMMUNICATION
OF
DETACHMEMT--THAT
ALL
MIGHT UNDERSTAND
THAT HIS
“PHYSICAL”
PRESENCE
IS m
WALKING AMONG YOU. IF ONE
CLAIMS TO BE GOD AND HE IS
WALKING
IN PHYSICAL
FORMAT, LIVING AS MAN, AT THIS
TIME
OF
SEQUENCE--HE
IS

FALSE.
THIS DOES NOT MEAN
THAT THE BEINGS WON’T COME
IN
RECOGNIZABLE
FORMAT-BUT THIS IS THE MANNER GIVEN
SO THAT YOU WILL KNOW THE
PRESENCE
WHEN IT IS MADE
MANIFEST.
Receivers are given no greater insight
than are all the rest of the perceived
creations.
They wait, they plead for
sight and touch and “proof” for theirs
is such a great responsibility
and the
adversary is at them constantly, to pull
them down and discount
our very
Truth.
Do not ever confuse me with Dharma.
We are one and yet we are as different
as the wind from the stillness--for each
of God’s fragments are as unique and
individual as each sunrise--always
appearing the same and never the same.
Wally, it was against this very day and
experience
that you experienced
the
trip to the southern places with one
called Mafu. Do you see, son, it matters not whether or not Mafu is speaking through one PeMy Torres-Rubin
or John Doe, if the truth be God. It
matters not, even if the energy thrust
be a lie, if the statement bears truth-IF--YE CAN DISCERN WHEN THE
STATEMENT BECOMES THE LIE.
You must understand,
as with Mafu,
that I make no judgment nor statement
about the persons. I must point out the
emotional belief and response of actions. Firstly, you referred to a “manmade election to office” and in that
very statement you placed the facts before the world. “MAN-MADE ELECTIONS
TO OFFICE”
ARE
EXACTLY THAT--MAN-MADE
AND
MAN-GIVEN;
THEREFORE,
“MAN-RECEIVED”,
ACCEPTED
OR REJECTED.
If Mafu be a higher
energy of the Cosmic or Universal
realms--then
MAFU HAS NAUGHT
TO DO WITH THE “MAN-MADE
ELECTION
TO OFFICE”.
Penny
Torres-Rubin
has been given, accepted
and now wears a man-made crown of
some type or other.
Do not confuse
the two. Is Penny “bad”? Of course
not--unless this is deliberately done to
deceive man and bring them into the
abyss of darkness.
She has simply
bowed and moved into the entrapment
of man/evil who would destroy that
pure work already presented.
It in no
way can diminish whatever truth came
forth--but it will bury, in controversy,
that which will be presented unto the

world. Penny Torres-Rubin
is exactly
that and bears that label; Mafu is either
a farce or is who he says he is and
bears that label--the two are not the
same.
Herein, we laugh a lot as to who
around here is management.
Ultimately as to the actual typing or
speaking, Dharma (DJE) is for all she
has to do is stop typing or speaking
and it silences me until I locate another
outlet.
If she has come to me in service with commitment to put to paper
or tape my witness--then
I am management and she relinquishes
all tampering. Dharma has more tendency to
agree with Hatonn’s management--DJE
often disagrees with both Dharma’s
and Hatonn’s management.
You ones
must learn to recognize the most wondrous aspects of that which you call
“self”. You precious beings know so
very, very little about that miracle
called “self”.
What joy we have as
teachers when we see a spark flash
forth in recognition of that wondrous
miracle as Truth comes into consciousness.
Now we come to the importance
of
this communion.
Wally, you have accepted the responsibility
of a task beyond all tasks upon your placement.
Be not so humble that you fail to take
note of that which is given into your
care. You shall begin and hopefully,
continue to present “visions” through
which humanity can make his journey
back into wondrous
experience
and
turn from the incestuous destruction of
the path presented into his viewing and
mental training.
It matters very little “How” I present
Truth--for man must have it one way
or another--but
YOU MUST GIVE
UNTO MAN THE DESIRE TO EMULATE
AND ACCEPT
THE VISIONS OF TRUTH THAT HE CAN
KNOW THAT HE, TOO, CAN FIND
THE ULTIMATE
PEACE AND UNDERSTANDING.
HE MUST BE
GIVEN INTO THE SEEING OF THE
PASSAGE
AND
THE
POSSIBILITIES
SO THAT
HE CAN
CREATE
THE
REALITY
AND
MANIFEST
THAT
WHICH
IS
WONDROUS
AND GODLY.
HE
MUST COME INTO HIS KNOWLEDGE THAT
“HE” IS CREATOR
AND HE HAS CREATED
THAT
WHICH
IS DESTRUCTIVE
AND
CANNOT SURVIVE THE PASSAGE
INTO HIGHER
DIMENSION
AND
HE MUST
BE GIVEN
REASON
.

AND DESIRE TO RELEASE IT FOR
THE
“UNKNOWN”,
“INVISIBLE”
POSSIBILITIES.
IF A CHILD HAS
BOTH
HANDS
FILLED
WITH
NUTS AND THE CANDY IS PUT
BEFORE HIM--CHOICES
MUST BE
MADE AND HE MUST FIRST RELEASE THAT WHICH HE HOLDS
TO PICK UP AND HOLD OTHER.
AS IT IS, THE WORLD’S PEOPLE
HOLD
THE POISONED
CANDY
WHICH IS KILLING
THEM BUT
CANNOT
RELEASE
THE ADDICTION FOR THAT WHICH IS WORTHY OF THEM.
MAN MUST
REMEMBER
THAT HE IS WORTHY AND THAT VISION MUST BE
REBUILT
AND
SHOWN
UNTO
HIM THROUGH THE EYES FIRST,
---ALL
THE WONTHE EARS,
DROUS SENSES OF THE PHYSICAL BEING
WHICH
SET HIM
APART FROM ALL AS HE MELDS
THOSE THINGS WITH HIS REASON AND CHOICES.
Too heavy a load, Wally? Nay, son--it
is your purpose of the journey.
Perhaps we shall have to give unto Margaret a most special award and a “free
ticket” home for abiding with the two
of us for these years for it is not easy
to live and love ones with intent and
longing for perfection in their task at
hand.
Our vision
often becomes
blinded and tunneled until we cannot
see that which is happening around our
circles.
Blessed are they who tolerate
and support our intent for unto them
we grant the credit for our own ability
to reach some measure of achievement.
Even as with Dharma; unto her I wrap
my cherishment for without her willing
removal of self and use of her hands, I
could not reach through in the maturer
necessary.
For as man is manifest and
as the physical is his manifestation--so
must come the experience and communion and realization.
You are human
and ye shall function as human.
Do
not seek escape from the experience
for it is the most wondrously teaching
of all experiences and thusly, is why
you are there in the moment.
You have wondered
about the connections of the ancient conflicts of man
and higher beings--(or lower beings, as
the case may b&) and if they are still
present--ah,
like the skin of thine
body.
There is a bit of difference as
this cycle closes, which might be considered. The celestial forces are still in
opposition
but the sequence is such
that they are moved in and onto your
own manifested
places.
They have

moved into your own confinement
and
have been mostly removed from expression upon you from the outer
spaces and dimensions
so that the
openings of traversing
the veil becomes more easily attainable--and
the
Hosts of God are there with extended
hand and revelation of the Truth of the
simplicity
of God and self.
The
shroud is rent by the laser of light in
the focus of knowledge of that which
IS.
As the shroud is stripped away
there remains nothing save the fact that
because I AM, SO CAN YE BE--AND
BECAUSE I AM, SO SHALL YE BE.
BECAUSE
CREATION/CREATOR
IS, THEN KNOW THAT YE SHALL
ALSO BE--AND ULTIMATELY
AS
WE FLOW INTO THE WHOLE OF
IS-NESS DO WE OF NECESSITY
FLOW INTO THE “ONE”.
Aho.
May the light sent ever brighten and
illumine your path that you see the
way as in this moment
of love,
brotherhood and truth. Amen.
HatoM to clear, please.
Walk easy,
brothers,
for we are given into the
gentle nurturing
and support of His
wondrous
being--we
shall find the
way.

available within about three weeks for
it will be to the printer by the end of
this week or early next.
If you read the manual (Journal) and
feel ” . . . this cannot be! “, I suggest you
ponder it most carefully as to content,
re-read and consider and study altematives most carefully before discarding.
Look carefully around you at what the
breaking of the LAWS OF GOD AND
THE CREATION
have brought unto
you and your planet and then perhaps
ye shall wish to make a few alterations
in attitudes and actions.
I sincerely
hope so, for I and my brothers cherish
every energy form on your globe.
May you walk in understanding.
CONFIRMATIONS
OF PRE-PRE
SENTED MATERIAL
There are a few “confirmations”
of our
writings which might not be available
to all readers and I am requested to
enter them herein. I am most happy to
do so because we of the farther vision
apparatus understand your human need
for human confirmation
and resource
to balance communications.
RUSSIA

Saalome’

TODAY’S

WATCH

As we look at this day’s activities, I
think that I shall simply join you in
gratitude for moisture on the Western
Coastal areas of the U.S.--for
even
though damages are incurred--you
of
Earth cannot live without water and
the levels of reserves are critical.
At
the onset of Spring I can promise you a
bountiful
and most beauteous
wildflower bouquet to remind you of God’s
rainbow of love and desire that you
experience beauty through your journey.
We are a bit behind in our writing on
this Journal
due to necessary
interruptions in finishing, for the printer,
the most important one document ye
shall ever hold in your hearts and
hands. It will be recognized as a Journal entitled: PHOENIX OPERATOROWNER MANUAL.
I suggest as you
take it for first perusal that you read
my, Hatonn’s,
Postscript at the end.
Allow your input to be tempered with
a bit of humor but do not think the offering is given in light-hearted bantering.
I believe the document can be

“Moreover,
on Dec. 5, at the headquarters of the Kontemeroff
Armored
Guard Division outside Moscow, Marshall Dmitri Yazov, the USSR’s minister of defense, presided over a twoday planning conference which culminated in placing the armed forces of
the Soviet Union on a virtual war footing.”

STOPPED
i’ WAR

IRACVU. S .

In the weeks since I pronounced
that
Russia would stop the war, I have had
a barrage of objections,
rantings, discountings, etc. Dharma, simply let us
comment on a lead article in one of
your
worthy
news-press
editions.
These ones are in constant attempts to
be shut-down so I shall decline definition of “who”.
I apologize to you
readers, but you who already know
source, it matters not--and those who
do not cannot bring further harm.
comes
from
the
The
report
“intelligence
community”
and sources
within that community say that, “The
end to the fighting was brought about
by President George Bush’s order for a
unilateral cease-fire as U.S. and coalition troops were poised for the final
victorv over Iraa’s shattered army.
“Just the day before Bush proclaimed
Soviet
President
the
cease-fire,
M&hail
Gorbachev
referred
to the
Mideast conflict as a ‘powder keg that
can blow up the entire world. ’
“But as far back as last October

At that meeting Nikolai Shlyaga, the
chief political commissar of the Soviet
army and fleet, stated to the assembly
of top military commanders that they
were responsible
for the territorial integrity of the Soviet Union and the associated interests of the Soviet Union
the
imperialism
of
the
if
U.S./Coalition
moved in the Mideast.
He also stated that measures had been
taken by political/diplomatic
authorities to insure no misunderstanding
by
the U.S. and no violation
would be
tolerated.
WHITE

HOUSE

ORDERED

HALT

Gen. H. Norman Schwarzkopf,
commander
of American
and coalition
forces (and a man I highly respect and
revere for capability as well as for humanitarian
concern
over his command), told newsmen the day after the
president declared the cease-fire that
there was

”
The Bush order came with total surprise to the country and the world.
However, barely 24 hours before the
President went on national television
to signal the end of hostilities,
Gorbachev was telling factory workers in
Minsk that relations between Moscow
and Washirfgton had

Gen.
On that very same day Soviet Deputy
Foreign Minister Alexander Belonogov
said, “It is clear to us that it would re-

spond to the interests of all countries
to stop the hostilities at once. *
MORE

IMPORTANT:
The
a Russian paper, just
that same morning reported that Saddam Hussein had

Soviet advisers in Iraq had
been calling the shots for Saddam since
the start of the gulf crisis last August.
SOVIETS

INVASION
OF KUWAIT

It is now noted through high-level
diplomats and intelligence analysts that
the Soviets
ordered the invasion of Kuwait.
However, they were
at a loss to explain why the U.S.
Secretary of State, James Baker, had
simultaneously
issued an open invitation to Saddam Hussein to take Kuwait
through the explicit message he sent
the Iraqi dictator when Ambassador
April Glaspie went to see him in Baghdad several days before the invasion.
Here is a bit more proof for you ones
who are just now catching up--not only
did Ms. Glaspie give the green light
from your State Department
to Saddam--BUT, AFTER THE INVASION
SHE STATED:
Come now, readers,
what does such a statement indicate to
you?
It can only mean that your
government
knew and expected Saddam to take a portion of Kuwait and
had your blessings and permission
to
do so, but were caught off-guard when
he moved into ALL of Kuwait.
The point is that this dual action poses
the fact that the Soviets and Americans
behind the scenes to touch
off the Mideast war in order to create
the
that Bush has
proclaimed and Gorbachev must have
to survive politically in the long-haul.
The U.S. fell into yet another Soviet
trap and was saved by the “skin of
their teeth” by the lightning “hundredhour” ground assault that drove the
vaunted Iraqi Army from Kuwait and
southern Iraq.
Now for you who shout, “We are
number
one”
and
“We
smashed
Saddam”, etc., etc., and tied ribbons
and waved flags, I am caused to herein
remind
vou
of
a maior

”
Good luck, World!
I have been denounced
as maniacal
since our publication of AIDS etc. So
just
copy the next blurb’ please,
Dharma.
I can promise you that the only REAL
salvation of this encounter came when
the Russians
(yes, exactly what I
mean) stopped your shuttle launch of
the “defense/military
payload”.
Further, your cooperation has allowed the
Russian beam-ships to allow the proper
pressures to allow your Western Coast
to receive moisture.
You ones had better quit “modernizing
your Comman dments to suit your preference in human games” and modemize your knowledge about the technical
growth of your nations,
specifically
Russia who is way out front of you
and has compounded military buildup
and capability without pause.
THIS
WAS
THE
FIRST
CONFRONTATION
IN WORLD
WAR
III.
Further, it,allows
your govemment to continue
emergency
regulations on you people of the U.S. because you can now move right into a
non-finalizing
maneuver
of the encounter itself--as
well as pull you
down
economically
and
introduce
emergency
economic regulations
and
restrictions.
THE “PEOPLE” did not vote confidence for Gorbachev; the elections are
a sham and this places the world in incredible instability
for the alternative
Government
of Russia is of far differing opinions of who shall exist and
how.
They will happily see Israel
wiped from the map!
Since Israeli
Zionists control your government,
the
U.S. will be targeted for destruction
also, for there is no longer diplomatic
separation of the two.
You will further note that immediately
upon the cease-fire, Foreign Minister
Alexander
Bessmertnykh
was forcefully inserting major Soviet participation in the new regional
security
apparatus that will be set up in the
Mideast under the so-called
United
Nations auspices.
As a matter of fact,
while YOU OF THE U.S. were proclaiming victory--guess what!

“AIDS

THROUGH

THE

AIR”

“The
Center
for Disease
Control
(CDC) in Atlanta is going to have to
fund a study after Dr. Donald Jewett,
professor of orthopedic surgery at the
University
of California at San Francisco, conducted a study

The finding would also
imp icate igh-speed dental drills, apparently.
Previously, the CDC said it
was impossible
for AIDS to spread
through the air. ”
And along the lines of the subject material of our current Journal, the following:
“AND

JUSTICE

“The Federal

Election

FOR

SOME”

Commission

has

6,
1990,

this has now been made public in
Mr.
“establishment”
papers.
LaRouche has remained in prison for
all these years--where
are your freedoms, America?
There is also proof
now available
that all charges were
fabricated and the courts in the case
were “fixed”. So much for your “free”
elections; you must take careful note of
these
things
for reclaiming
your
Constitutional
rfreedoms
is at stake
here.
Last for the items for current discussion.
I have said I would keep you
current on items which can affect your
investments,
living
etc.
concerns,
Therefore, I shall herein print a listing
of banks which are determined “WILL

FAIL” and I can only assume you will
take heed and act in wisdom.

AND RISING.
You had better be
taking great stock now, in the banks
for it is going to be incredibly more
expensive and losses are going to be
without ability to count. These things
are clues to “timing” and possibilities.
Do not postpone
actions of proper
tending of assets for the banks listed
above, unless bailed out by miracles,
will fail--that
means that hundreds
upon hundreds of the smaller banks are
destined to total collapse.

A major Florida firm has recently analyzed the fiscal policies and soundness
of the 100 largest banks in the U.S.,
employing
three standard accounting
practices.
The firm totaled the stockholders’ equity in each bank, comparing it to the bank’s total assets. Then
the bank’s liquidity ratio was measured
by analyzing the cash holdings,
treasury bills and other readily convertible
assets on hand as a percentage of total
deposits and other short-term liabilities.

I present this documentation
so that
you can make decisions in some manner of wisdom.
Dear ones, there are
simply no methods of total insurance
against some measure of loss for the
Conspirators have nailed shut the exits
and alternate routes through the maze.
I can only offer information
as timely
as possible for your assistance.
AHO.

Lastly, the auditors figured the ratio of
bad loans on each bank’s books. This
was done by taking the total amount of
bad loans held by each bank and comparing it to the stockholders’ equity.

Dharma, allow us a rest before we
move again into the subject matter of
the Journal in writing for this turned
out to be a bit more lengthy than anticipated and it is past lunch time.
Thank you. In gratitude and appreciation to you ones of my crew, I step
aside.

Using these measures,
the auditing
firm developed a safety index, with
four categories.
These are: banks that
are strong and safe; banks that are
safe; banks straddling the line between
safe and unsafe and banks that are unsafe.
When all the computations
pleted,

were comGCH
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Since the ratings were issued, one bank
listed in the group was seized by the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. with
you taxpayers being forced to pay as
much as $125 billion (and growing) to
bail out the financial giant. The others
may not be in much better shape, but
through
tricky
financial
accounting
procedures,
usually
described
as
“smoke and mirrors”, they have managed to stay in operation:

West or your
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Please note that these are taken only
from the 100 largest banks in the U.S..
The Savings and Loan collapse now is
positively
going to cost taxpayers in
excess of. more than $1 TRILLION
.

